Abstract. Consider the Bowen-Series transform T associated with an even corners fundamental domain of finite volume for some Fuchsian group Γ. We prove a generic invariance result that abstracts Series' orbit-equivalence theorem to families of relations on the unit circle. Two applications of this result are developed. We first prove that T satisfies a strong-orbit equivalence property, which allows to identify its hyperbolic periodic orbits with primitive hyperbolic conjugacy classes of Γ. Then, we show thanks to the invariance theorem that the eigendistributions for the eigenvalue 1 of the transfer operator of T with spectral parameter s ∈ C are in bijection with smooth bounded eigenfunctions for the eigenvalue s(1 − s) of the hyperbolic Laplacian on the quotient D/Γ.
Introduction
Let D be the Poincaré disk model for the hyperbolic space of constant curvature −1, and let Γ be a Fuchsian group of finite covolume that admits a fundamental domain D that is not a compact triangle. In the classical article [BS79] , Bowen and Series associated a transformation T mapping the unit circle S 1 to itself (where S 1 is seen as the boundary at the infinity of the hyperbolic space) with any such fundamental domain that satisfies the technical even corners property. This so-called Bowen-Series transform has three important properties: it naturally preserves a finite Markov partition of the circle in intervals (I k ), it acts in a piecewise manner by a finite family of generators of Γ, and it is orbit-equivalent to the Fuchsian group Γ.
Theorem 1.1 (Series)
. Let x, y ∈ S 1 . Then
This article aims to revisit this property and its consequences in the setting of finite covolume Fuchsian groups.
The orbit-equivalence property translates the combinatorics given by the Markov partition preserved by T to relations between points of S 1 . We will prove that the arguments leading to this property can be extended to prove that families of relations of S 1 that satisfy some regularity and consistency conditions and that are invariant under T are actually invariant under the whole group Γ. With a suitable choice for the family of relations, this will show, in particular, that T satisfies a strong orbit-equivalence property, in that the exponents p and q that appear in the orbit-equivalence theorem can be chosen to be locally constant.
The accuracy of the invariance theorem will ensure that we have a precise correspondence where all hyperbolic isometries appear as periodic orbits of T .
The invariance theorem has a seemingly unrelated application to the spectral theory of the transfer operator associated with the Bowen-Series transform T . For any parameter s ∈ C, it is a linear operator that acts on the space E of functions mapping S 1 to C whose restriction to every interval I k of the Markov partition preserved by T is continuously differentiable on some open neighbourhood of the closure of I k . It is given by
Generalizing a result of Pollicott from [Pol91] , we will show that the eigendistributions of L s that are smooth enough are exactly the Helgason boundary values of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on the finite volume quotient D/Γ. Theorem 6.6. For every s ∈ C such that 0 < (s) ≤ 1, there is an isomorphism between:
• the space of linear functionals ν that can be written as the weak derivative of a (s)-Hölder function and that satisfy ∀φ ∈ E, ν, L s φ = ν, φ ,
• the space of smooth bounded Γ-invariant eigenfunctions of the hyperbolic Laplacian in D for the eigenvalue s(1 − s).

It is given by ν → (z → ν, P
s (z, .) ) where P s (z, x) is the Poisson kernel.
Preliminaries
Let Γ be a Fuchsian group of finite covolume, and D a (finite volume) fundamental domain for its action on the hyperbolic space D.
We will denote by S the set of its sides and by V the set of its vertices in D = D ∪ ∂D. We will always assume that D is a geodesically convex polygon. In that case, since Γ is geometrically finite, n = card S = card V is finite. Every side s ∈ S can be paired with another side t ∈ S by some isometry γ s such that γ s (s) = t, γ t (t) = s and γ s = γ
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at v. Put differently, the angle of the corner subtended by the fundamental domain at v and going from r v to l v is non-negative. γ r v will be commonly shortened as γ v .
There is exactly one other vertex l(v) ∈ V (respectively, r(v)) that lies on l v (respectively, r v ) and is different from v. Since the left (respectively, right) side at v is the right (respectively, left) side as l(v) (respectively, r(v)), we have that
This implies that the two applications r : V → V and l : V → V are permutations of V that are inverse of each other, i.e. l = r −1 . Moreover, γ l v and γ v can be expressed as
Since γ v sends the endpoints of r v and l v onto endpoints of other sides of the fundamental domain, the applications
are well defined. Using the fact that γ v and γ l v are conformal and cannot map D onto itself, it is easy to see that γ v (r v ) and γ l v (l v ), which are sides of D that respectively go through σ(v) and τ (v), must be given by
Thanks to inverse relation for side-pairing isometries, this means that
Specializing the relation γ lσ(v) γ v = id on the vertex v, we get that σ and τ are permutations of V that are inverse of each other, i.e. σ −1 = τ . Moreover, equation (1) restricted to the vertex different from v gives that τ r = lσ. σ being a permutation, we call p v the order of the vertex v ∈ V under the action of σ. If v is an inner vertex (that is, v ∈ V ∩ D), we denote by q v the order of the stabilizer of v in Γ. q v > 1 if and only if Γ contains a primitive (i.e. that are not a non-trivial power of another isometry) elliptic isometry of center v and order q v .
We have already seen that the (γ v ) v∈V generates Γ. As for the relations of the group, they are encoded in the σ-orbits:
is a cycle of length p v on the boundary of D. If θ is the sum of the angles subtended by D at each point of C, theorem 9.3.5 of [Bea83] shows that q v θ = 2π. However, γ = γ σ p v −1 (v) . . . γ v fixes v and hence acts as a rotation of center v and of angle θ. This means that γ is of order q v . In order to properly define the Bowen-Series transform, we need to assume an additional condition on the fundamental domain D, called the even corners condition: we require that no geodesic of any N v crosses the interior of D. Note that there are relatively few fundamental domains that satisfy this condition: theorem 9.4.5 from [Bea83] implies that for p ∈ D outside from a set of measure 0, the Dirichlet domain of Γ based at p has exceptional cycles of length 3, which forbids it from being even corners. However, given the signature of a Fuchsian group, it is possible to find a group with this signature and a fundamental domain for this group that satisfies the even corners condition. This construction is developed in [BS79] .
For every
We label (a 
Thanks to the even corners condition, we know that the triangle (a
is vertically opposite to the fundamental domain at v, which ensures that
and a
Since γ v is conformal, its action on the a k v must preserve their ordering
When v is a cusp, we artificially set n v = 3 so that a We will also need an additional condition on the fundamental domain to ensure that these endpoints are correctly separated at the infinity.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that D is not a compact triangle. Pick v ∈ V and let
) and (w, a 1 w ) must cross at some z ∈ D. In that case, the compact triangle (v, w, z) is a copy of a fundamental domain, which is impossible. The only possible alternative is n w = 2 and a
, but that would mean that D is a triangle with a cusp and right angles at v and w, which is also impossible.
We can now define the Bowen-Series transforms. Let (v) and I R v = a
Note that (I 
and
It is well known that T L and T R are eventually expansive at any point of S 1 that is not a cusp of the fundamental domain.
From this point, we will only focus on the right Bowen-Series transform, and T, (I v ) will be used instead of T R , (I Let Z be a set on which Γ also acts on the left, and F a map from I × Z onto C. If I ∈ I and γ ∈ Γ, we say that F satisfies property I(I, γ) when
The main theorem of this section states that if F satisfies the finite number of properties I(I v , γ v ) where (I v , γ v ) are given by the Bowen-Series coding, as well as some technical conditions, then it satisfies I(I, γ) for every I ∈ I and γ ∈ Γ. This generalizes the orbit-equivalence property to invariance relations for F . In the following, we will apply this theorem twice with suitable choices for Z and F : first with Z = S 1 × Γ for proving theorem 4.2, and later with Z being the space of continuously differentiable functions on S 1 for the proof of theorem 6.6. 
When F satisfies properties (i), (ii) and (iii), we say that (F (., z)) z∈Z is a family of relations. These conditions do not imply that (F (., z)) z∈Z is a family of measures because they must satisfy the additivity property only for contiguous intervals and not for generic disjoints intervals.
The sketch of the proof is as follows: the inclusion property ensures that we only need to prove that
for every z and vertex v. By the additivity property, one way to get this relation is to find a finite partition (
It is then enough to prove that I(I, γ v ) is true for the two intervals obtained when you remove I v and γ lσ (v) (I lσ(v) ) from the circle, which is done by induction thanks to the continuity and inclusion properties, but also to the group relations encoded at every inner vertex of the fundamental domain.
Recall that I v = a
for the (right) Bowen-Series coding. Let
; a
. Those intervals A v and B v are empty if and only if v is a cusp, and they fill the gaps left by I v and γ lσ (v) (I lσ(v) ) in the sense that
A v is an interval that faces the fundamental domain, to which two natural generators γ v and γ l(v) are associated. Since A v ⊂ I v , and thanks to the inclusion property, we already know that F satisfies I(A v , γ v ). We will start by proving that
. This implies that v and w are then on the same σ-orbit, so n v = n w and then v = w.
Denote by g v the product
and likewise
Let κ v be the smallest nonnegative integer k such that ν k (v) is a vertex at the infinity of the fundamental domain (or ∞ if there is no such k).
For all v ∈ V , we define by induction a sequence (x p v ) p≥0 of points of S 1 :
• If v is a cusp, then: 
is not a cusp, so relation (2) gives
By repeating this argument for v κ−2 , . . . , v 1 , we finally get that
Proof. We prove this by induction over p ≥ 1. First, since κ v > 1, v and ν(v) are both inner vertices. Hence, proposition 2.2 gives that
by induction. However, v is not a cusp, so
is not a cusp for every j ≥ 0. The previous lemma shows then that (x p v ) p≥0 is an increasing sequence that stays in a non-trivial interval a
We only have to prove that ξ v = a Since ν is a permutation of V , there exists
v , G v must fix three distinct points of S 1 , so it has to be the identity.
Proof. We start by noting that additivity for contiguous intervals implies that
is also a cusp. We can now suppose that v is an inner vertex, and we will prove the equality in that case by induction over p ≥ 0.
If
) and the equality holds because F (∅, z) = 0. Now suppose that the equality holds for some p ≥ 0 and for
thus we get by transitivity that
This last interval can be split in two
Denote by L lν(v) this first interval; as it is contiguous to A p ν(v) , we get by additivity that
on one hand, and by induction on the other hand,
We can now put those two contiguous intervals back together in
and in the end we get ) ⊂ I lτ j+1 (v) for every 0 ≤ j ≤ n v − 2, so the inclusion property gives that 
The group relation encoded in the σ-orbit of v gives that γ σ m v −1 (v) . . . γ v = 1, so
Finally,
, γ l(v) (z)) thanks to relations (3) and (4).
Lemma 3.6. If F satisfies I(I v , γ v ) for every v, then it also satisfies
Proof. Since lim
, the continuity property of F ensures that for every v ∈ V and z ∈ Z,
Lemma 3.7. If F satisfies I(I v , γ v ) for every v, then it also satisfies I(S
, where all those intervals are contiguous. By applying the additivity property, we get that
However, since F satisfies
As for the two last terms, lemma 3.6 gives that
We can now finish the proof of the theorem. By lemma 3.7, F satisfies I(S 1 , γ v ) for every v. Since (γ v ) v∈V generates Γ, F also satisfies I(S 1 , γ) for every γ ∈ Γ. The inclusion property finally gives that F satisfies I(I, γ) for every I ⊂ S 1 , I ∈ I and γ ∈ Γ.
Strong orbit-equivalence
Recall that T acts on each interval I v by an isometry γ v ∈ Γ. If x is some point of S 1 and k ≥ 0, we define by induction
is the element of Γ by which T k acts in a neighbourhood of x half-open on the right. It is easy to check that it satisfies the following properties.
Lemma 4.1. If x ∈ S
1 and p, q ≥ 0:
By applying the invariance theorem of the previous section with a suitable choice for the space Z and the pairing function F , we will prove that T actually satisfies a strong orbit-equivalence property, in that the elements of the group Γ that can be read along the orbits of T satisfies themselves to the orbit-equivalence property. This result appears as a brief remark in [Mor97] .
Theorem 4.2. For every x ∈ S
1 and g ∈ Γ, there exist p, q ≥ 0 such that
If we specialize this relation in x, we get that T p (x) = T q (g(x)), which is the very statement of Series' theorem.
Note that this strong orbit-equivalence property is not directly implied by Series' theorem, as the exponents p and q that appear in its statement depend not only on g but also on the base point x. The strong orbit-equivalence property is actually equivalent to saying that p and q can be chosen in Series' theorem as being locally constant on a half-open interval that contains x.
Lemma 4.3. Let x ∈ S
1 and h ∈ Γ. Then, for every g ∈ Γ,
Proof. We equip Z = S 1 × Γ with the left action of Γ given by
For (x, h) ∈ Z and I ∈ I, we define
F clearly satisfies to the inclusion and additivity properties for contiguous intervals. This is also the case for the continuity property because when (b n ) goes to b increasingly, x ∈ [a; b[ if and only if there is an N such that x ∈ [a; b n [ for every n ≥ N . In order to apply theorem 3.1, we only have to check that (x, h) ). 
)) for every g and (x, h). With noticing that (g h)(g(x))
, this gives exactly the statement of the lemma.
Now, as we always have
If we swap p and q, we get the strong orbit-equivalence relation. The proof of the theorem is finished.
The orbit-equivalence property allows us to precisely describe the preimages of periodic points. Let Per(T ) be the set of T -periodic points on the circle. If y ∈ Per(T ), we denote by
the set of its preimages. A preimage of a periodic point is called a pre-periodic point.
Proposition 4.4. y ∈ Per(T ) if and only if T (y) = Γy.
In that case, the preimages of y are dense in S 1 .
Proof. Let y ∈ Per(T ), and
−1 (y) ∈ Γy. Inversely, if x = γ(y) with γ ∈ Γ, then by Series' orbit-equivalence theorem there exist p, q ≥ 0 such that T p (γ(y)) = T q (y). Since p, q can be replaced by p + 1, q + 1, we can assume that k divides q, in which case T q (y) = y. Then T p (γ(y)) = y and x = γ(y) ∈ T (y). Now if T (y) = Γy, then T (y) = γ 1 [y](y) ∈ Γy is also a preimage of y: there is a p ≥ 0 such that T p+1 (y) = T p (T (y)) = y. Hence y ∈ Per(T ). Finally, Γy = T (y) is a closed Γ-invariant non-empty subset of S 1 , so it must contain the whole limit set, which is S 1 for a group of finite covolume.
Periodic orbits of T and conjugacy classes of hyperbolic isometries
We will now use the strong orbit-equivalence theorem to prove that hyperbolic periodic orbits of T are in bijection with conjugacy classes of primitive hyperbolic isometries of Γ.
Recall that Per(T ) is the set of T -periodic points. We can equip Per(T ) and Γ with two equivalence relations
The equivalence classes for ∼ in Per(T ) are exactly the periodic orbits of T .
Lemma 5.1. Let x, y ∈ Per (T ). x ∼ y if and only if x and y are on the same periodic orbit.
Proof. Suppose that x and y are T -periodic points, and that there exists a g ∈ Γ such that g(x) = y. Since y is periodic, x = g −1 (y) ∈ Γy is a pre-periodic point of y; hence, by proposition 4.4 there is a p ≥ 0 such that T p (x) = y. As y is a forward image of the periodic point x, they are on the same periodic orbit. Inversely, if x and y are on the same periodic orbit,
We then define Φ :
Φ is compatible with those relations.
Lemma 5.2. Let x, y ∈ Per (T ). If x ∼ y, then Φ(x) ∼ Φ(y).
Proof. If x, y ∈ Per (T ) are ∼-equivalent, then by lemma 5.1 they are on the same orbit, so they share the same period k = p(x) = p(y) and there exists p ≥ 0 such that
. We get that
Hence g and h are conjugated by
Let Per(T ) (respectively, Γ) be the set of equivalence classes for the relation ∼ in Per(T ) (respectively, Γ). Following lemma 5.1, Per(T ) can be identified with the set of periodic orbits of T . Lemma 5.2 ensures that Φ induces a well-defined map Φ : Per(T ) → Γ.
From all the periodic points of Per(T ), we denote by
is a hyperbolic isometry of Γ the set of hyperbolic periodic points of T . Because T is expansive outside from the cusps of the fundamental domain, and that cusps can only be fixed by parabolic isometries, the elements of Per(T ) + consist only of repulsive fixed points of hyperbolic isometries.
Since any conjugate of a hyperbolic element is also hyperbolic, lemma 5.2 shows that Per(T )
+ is stable for the equivalence relation ∼ in Per(T ). This implies that the set Per(T ) + of equivalence classes for ∼ in Per(T )
+ is a well-defined subset of Per(T ). It can be identified to the set of hyperbolic periodic orbits of the transformation T .
Denote by H(Γ) ⊂ Γ the set of hyperbolic primitive isometries of Γ. Likewise, since g ∈ Γ is primitive and hyperbolic if and only if γgγ −1 is primitive and hyperbolic for every γ ∈ Γ, the equivalence classes for ∼ in H(Γ) coincide with the conjugacy classes in Γ. Hence H(Γ) is a well-defined subset of Γ composed of all the conjugacy classes of hyperbolic primitive isometries of Γ.
We can now state the main theorem of this section. 
is a bijection.
We shall first prove that Φ really maps to conjugacy classes of primitive elements.
Proof. Suppose that T k (x) = x where k = p(x) > 0 is the (minimal) period of x, and that Φ(x) = γ k [x] = g n with g primitive. Because T is eventually expansive, γ k [x] cannot be the identity, and neither can g. Since γ k [x] fixes x and differs from id, g must also fix x, and theorem 4.2 implies that there are p, q ≥ 0 such that
g. Moreover, we must have p = q since g = id. At the cost of possibly swapping p and q, changing g into g −1 (which is still primitive) and n into −n, we can assume that p > q.
Let r = p − q > 0 and y = γ q [x](x). Since we have
is primitive as a conjugate of g, and fixes γ q [x](x) = y. Hence, y ∈ Per(T ) and y ∼ x, and lemma 5.1 implies that x and y are on the same T -orbit, which means that the period of y is also k. As T r (y) = y, r must be a multiple of k; but the fact that γ r [y] is primitive implies that necessarily r = k. Thus,
As Φ(x) must be hyperbolic when x ∈ Per(T ) + , this proves that Φ sends Per(T ) + into H(Γ). We shall now prove that Φ is injective on Per(T ) + .
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that x, y ∈ Per (T )
+ are such that Φ(x) = Φ(y). Then x = y.
Proof. Let g 1 = Φ(x) and g 2 = Φ(y). As Φ(x) = Φ(y), there exists some h ∈ Γ such that
However, x is the repulsive fixed point of g 1 , so this conjugacy relation implies that h(x) must be the repulsive fixed point of g 2 ; y already plays this role, so one must have y = h(x) and then x ∼ y.
Finally, we only have left to prove that Φ is surjective. 
. In particular, γ r [z] fixes z and is hyperbolic (as a conjugate of the hyperbolic isometry g −1 ), so z ∈ Per(T ) + . Then z must be the repulsive fixed point of γ r [z] , and thanks to the conjugacy relation this implies that h −1 (z) = x must be the repulsive fixed point of g −1 , but this contradicts the fact that x is already repulsive for g.
We know then that
. We now see that γ r [z] fixes z = h(x) and is hyperbolic, so z ∈ Per(T )
+ . Moreover, the period of z must be r since γ r [z] is primitive as a conjugate of g primitive, which means that Φ(z) = γ r [z] ∈ g.
Eigendistributions of the transfer operator
As stated in the introduction, the transfer operator L s associated with T is defined for s ∈ C by
with E being the space of functions
where (I k ) is the finite Markov partition preserved by T , and C 1 (I) denotes the space of complex-valued functions defined on the interval I that are the restriction of a continuously differentiable function defined on an open neighbourhood of I. Since the set of all the endpoints of the intervals I k is stable under T , and because the action of the isometries on the boundary is smooth, this space is naturally preserved by L s . Note that the set of functions on S 1 that are C 1 on the neighbourhood of every I v (where (I v ) is the partition on which T is defined) is not stable under L s .
In this section, we will study the eigendistributions of this operator for the eigenvalue 1, i.e. the linear functionals ν acting on E that satisfies
In [Pol91] , Pollicott has shown that when the quotient D/Γ is compact, the parameters s ∈ C such that the eigenspace of L s for the eigenvalue 1 is non-null are exactly the s for which there is a non-zero solution of Δf = s(1 − s)f that is Γ-invariant, where Δ is the hyperbolic Laplacian in D. The proof uses the fact that L s can be seen in that case as a trace-class operator acting on the sum of spaces of functions on S 1 which are analytic on a fixed neighbourhood of each interval I k . The Fredholm determinant of L s can then be related to the Selberg zeta function of Γ. This argument no longer holds when Γ is cofinite because T may have indifferent fixed points that prevent us from building such neighbourhoods.
First consider the bare hyperbolic space, without any Fuchsian group. We denote by E λ the space of smooth eigenfunctions of the hyperbolic Laplacian for the eigenvalue λ, E e λ those of which grow at most exponentially in the hyperbolic radius, and D (S 1 ) the space of distributions over S Theorem 6.1 (Helgason) .
is an isomorphism of Banach spaces, with inverse f → D f,s .
There are two ways for constructing the Helgason boundary values: the classical approach decomposes f in a sum of spherical harmonics with coefficients (a n ) n∈Z and define D f,s , φ = n∈Z a nφ (n) whereφ(n) is the n-th Fourier coefficient of φ. However, Otal also noted that this distribution can be written as the limit of the integral of the Poisson bracket {f, P s } on circles with increasing radius, which allows to translate the fact that f is invariant by some isometry γ in terms of D f,s .
We now choose some additional notation. E b λ will denote the space of smooth bounded functions of E λ , Λ α will represent the space of α-Hölder functions over [0; 2π[ that map 0 to 0, and Λ 1 α will be the space of linear functionals ν than can be written as weak derivatives of functions from Λ α , i.e. such that there exists some g ∈ Λ α for which As a side note, this theorem's estimate implies that the Helgason boundary value associated with a smooth bounded Γ-invariant eigenfunction of the hyperbolic Laplacian for the spectral parameter s, 0 < (s) < 1, is the derivative of a continuous function that is exactly (s)-Hölder, no more, no less. Proof. Following Otal's theorem, f (z) = P s (ν)(z) uniformly converges to 0 when |z| grows. Since Γ is non-elementary, it contains some non-trivial non-elliptic element γ. Pick any w ∈ D. Then f (γ n (w)) = f (w) for every n, where |γ n (w)| is arbitrarily large. As such, f (w) = lim n→+∞ f (γ n (w)) = 0.
Hence,
We will now prove the direct implication with the help of the invariance theorem. Pick ν ∈ Λ 1 (s) and denote by f its image by P s . We already know that f ∈ E b s(1−s) , so we only have to prove that f is Γ-invariant.
Let Z = C 1 (S 1 ) equipped with the left action of Γ given by
Note that if I is an interval of S 1 and φ ∈ Z, then φ I ∈ C 1 (I). Then we define Since γ v is bijective, there is at most one preimage by T in each interval I v , and then
. This means that I(I v , γ v ) is satisfied for every v ∈ V . Moreover, using the fact that ν is the weak derivative of a continuous function, it is easy to check that F is continuous and additive for contiguous intervals. We shall now prove that F satisfies the inclusion property. This is ensured by the following lemma. 
